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REAL FORMS OF COMPLEX SURFACES OF CONSTANT
MEAN CURVATURE
SHIMPEI KOBAYASHI
Abstract. It is known that complex constant mean curvature (CMC for
short) immersions in C3 are natural complexifications of CMC-immersions
in R3. In this paper, conversely we consider real form surfaces of a complex
CMC-immersion, which are defined from real forms of the twisted sl(2,C) loop
algebra Λsl(2,C)σ , and classify all such surfaces according to the classification
of real forms of Λsl(2,C)σ . There are seven classes of surfaces, which are
called integrable surfaces, and all integrable surfaces will be characterized by
the (Lorentz) harmonicities of their Gauß maps into the symmetric spaces S2,
H2, S1,1 or the 4-symmetric space SL(2,C)/U(1). We also give a unification
to all integrable surfaces via the generalized Weierstraß type representation.
1. Introduction
The goal of this paper is to give a unified theory for integrable surfaces using
the real forms of complex extended framings of complex CMC-immersions and the
generalized Weierstraß type representation for complex CMC-immersions.
It is classically known that CMC surfaces with nonzero mean curvature, or
equivalently constant positive Gaußian curvature (CPC for short) surfaces as par-
allel surfaces, and constant negative Gaußian curvature (CNC for short) surfaces
in R3 are characterized by the transformations of real (or complex) tangential line
congruences between surfaces with special properties, which are commonly called
“(Bianchi) Ba¨cklund transformations”. In modern terminology, such classes of sur-
faces are characterized by the (Lorentz) harmonicities of their Gauß maps, and they
are equivalent to the existence of families of flat connections onM×SO(3), where
M is C for CMC-immersions or R1,1 for CNC-immersions, see [11] and [19]. Space-
like or timelike constant positive or negative Gaußian curvature surfaces in R1,2 are
less known, however, they are also characterized by the (Lorentz) harmonicities
of their Gauß maps, or equivalently, the existence of families of flat connections
on M× SO(2, 1), where M is C for spacelike CNC-immersions, or equivalently
spacelike CMC-immersions, and timelike CNC-immersions, or R1,1 for spacelike
CPC-immersions and timelike CPC-immersions, or equivalently timelike CMC-
immersions, see [8] and [20].
On the one hand, to classify all CMC-cylinders in R3, in [9] we gave a natural
complexification of the extended framing, a moving frame with spectral parameter
and an element in the SU(2) loop group, of a CMC-immersion, which is called the
complex extended framing. Moreover in [10], we introduced holomorphic immersions
in C3 associated with the complex extended framings and a natural definition of
the complex mean curvature for a holomorphic immersion. Then a holomorphic
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immersion with complex constant mean curvature H ∈ C is naturally called the
complex CMC-immersion. Similar to the real case, a holomorphic immersion with
complex constant Gauß curvature K ∈ C∗ (CGC for short) is obtained as the
parallel immersion of a complex CMC-immersion with nonzero complex constant
mean curvature H ∈ C∗.
In this paper, we shall interpret those complex CGC-immersions, or equivalently
CMC-immersions by the parallel immersions, as complexifications for the surfaces
discussed above. These real surfaces are then obtained by the real form surfaces of
a complex CGC-immersion, which are defined from the real forms of the Maurer-
Cartan form of the complex extended framing of a complex CMC-immersion. It
is known that the twice central extensions of a loop algebra Λsl(2,C)σ is a twisted
affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra of A
(1)
1 type. The classification of the real forms
of affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras was given in [3] and [4]. It follows that the
classification of real forms of Λsl(2,C)σ is also given. In particular, the real forms
of Λsl(2,C)σ consist of seven classes: three classes are called the almost split and
the other four classes are called the almost compact, according to the types of the
semi-linear involutions of the real forms. Thus there are seven classes of surfaces,
which are called integrable surfaces, according to the classification of the real forms
of Λsl(2,C)σ. Spacelike or timelike CMC or CGC surfaces in R
3 or R1,2 form the
six classes of integrable surfaces, and CMC surfaces with mean curvature |H | < 1
in H3 form the last class of integrable surfaces (Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4).
Moreover, all integrable surfaces are characterized by (Lorentz) harmonicities of
their Gauß maps, which are maps into symmetric spaces S2, H2, S1,1 and the
4-symmetric space SL(2,C)/U(1) respectively, Theorem 3.6.
The generalized Weierstraß type representation for complex CMC-immersions is
a procedure to construct complex CMC-immersions in C3, see Section 4.1 for more
details: 1. Define pairs of holomorphic potentials, which are pairs of holomorphic
1-forms ηˇ = (η, τ) with η =
∑∞
j≥−1 ηjλ
j and τ =
∑j≤1
−∞ τjλ
j . Here λ is the
complex parameter, the so-called “spectral parameter”, ηj and τj are diagonal
(resp. off-diagonal) holomorphic 1-forms depending only on one complex variable
if j is even (resp. j is odd). 2. Solve the pair of ODE’s d(C,L) = (C,L)ηˇ
with some initial condition (C(z∗), L(w∗)), and perform the generalized Iwasawa
decomposition, Theorem A.2, for (C,L), giving (C,L) = (F, F )(V+, V−). It is
known that F ·l is the complex extended framing of some complex CMC-immersion
Theorem 4.1, where l is some λ-independent diagonal matrix. 3. Form a complex
CMC-immersion by the Sym formula Ψ via the complex extended framing F · l,
Theorem 2.6.
Since each class of integrable surfaces is defined by a real form of Λsl(2,C)σ, there
exists a unique semi-linear involution ρ corresponding to each class of integrable
surfaces. Then these semi-linear involutions naturally define the pairs of semi-
linear involutions on pairs of holomorphic potentials ηˇ = (η, τ). It follows that
the generalized Weierstraß type representation for each class of integrable surfaces
can be formulated by the above construction with a pair of holomorphic potentials
which is invariant under a pair of semi-linear involutions, Theorem 4.2. In this way
we give a unified theory for all integrable surfaces.
More precisely, in Section 2, we give a brief review of the basic results for complex
CMC and CGC-immersions. In Section 2.1, holomorphic null immersions and the
basic facts for holomorphic null immersions are considered. In Section 2.2, the
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basic facts and results for complex CMC-immersions are given. Analogously to the
complex CMC-immersions, the definition and the basic facts for complex CGC-
immersions are given, Theorem 2.6. In Section 2.3, the classification of real forms
of Λsl(2,C)σ is given, Theorem 2.10 and Theorem 2.11.
In Section 3, we give a classification of integrable surfaces. In Section 3.1, it
is shown that all integrable surfaces are obtained from real forms of Λsl(2,C)σ,
Theorem 3.3. In Section 3.2, the Gauß maps of integrable surfaces are character-
ized using the Gauß map of a complex CMC-immersion and the real forms of the
complex extended framing, Theorem 3.6.
In Section 4, we give a construction of all integrable surfaces via the generalized
Weierstraß type representation. In Section 4.1, the pairs of semi-linear involutions,
which are determined from classes of integrable surfaces, are considered. Then
a construction of all integrable surfaces is discussed via the pairs of holomorphic
potentials which are invariant under the pairs of semi-linear involutions, Theorem
4.2.
In Appendix A, we give the basic results for affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras and
the loop algebras. In Section A.1, Kac-Moody Lie algebras are considered. In
Section A.2, loop groups and a realization of affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras via the
twice central extensions of loop algebras are discussed, Theorem A.1. In Section
A.3, double loop groups are defined and the Iwasawa decomposition theorem for
the double loop groups are given, Theorem A.2.
2. Preliminaries
In this preliminary section, we give a brief review of the basic results for holomor-
phic null immersions, complex CMC-immersions and complex CGC-immersions.
We also give a brief review of the basic facts about loop algebras and their real
forms.
Throughout this paper, C3 is identified with sl(2,C) as follows:
(2.0.1) (a, b, c)t ∈ C3 ↔ − ia
2
σ1 − ib
2
σ2 − ic
2
σ3 ∈ sl(2,C) ,
where σj (j = 1, 2, 3) are Pauli matrices as follows:
(2.0.2) σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
and σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
.
2.1. Holomorphic null immersions in C3. In this subsection, we show the basic
results for holomorphic immersions Ψ from D2 ⊂ C2 into C3. We give natural
definitions of complex mean curvature (Definition 1) and complex Gauß curvature
(Definition 2) for a holomorphic immersion analogous to the mean curvature and
the Gauß curvature of a surface in R3. We refer to [10] for more details.
Let M be a simply connected 2-dimensional Stein manifold, and let Ψ : M →
sl(2,C) be a holomorphic immersion, i.e., the complex rank of dΨ is two. We
consider the following bilinear form on sl(2,C) ∼= C3:
(2.1.1) 〈a, b〉 = −2Tr ab ,
where a, b ∈ sl(2,C). We note that the bilinear form (2.1.1) is a C-bilinear form
on C3 by the identification (2.0.1). Then it is known that, for a neighborhood
M˜p ⊂M around each point p ∈M, the bilinear form (2.1.1) induces a holomorphic
Riemannian metric on M˜p, i.e., a holomorphic covariant symmetric 2-tensor g,
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see [18] and [10]. From [10], it is also known that there exist special coordinates
(z, w) ∈ D2 ⊂ C2 such that a holomorphic Riemannian metric g can be written as
follows:
(2.1.2) g = eu(z,w)dzdw ,
where u(z, w) : D2 → C is some holomorphic function. The special coordinates de-
fined above are called null coordinates. From now on, we always assume a holomor-
phic immersion Ψ : M→ sl(2,C) has null coordinates. A holomorphic immersion
with null coordinates is also called the holomorphic null immersion.
Remark 2.1. The assumption “Stein” is used for the existence of the form of a
holomorphic Riemannian metric g = eu(z,w)dzdw defined in (2.1.2) and the ex-
istence of a well-defined pair of holomorphic potentials on M for the generalized
Weierstraß type representation in Section 4, see [10] for more details.
We now define a vector N ∈ sl(2,C) as follows:
(2.1.3) N := 2ie−u[Ψw, Ψz ] ,
where the subscripts z and w denote the partial derivatives with respect to z and
w, respectively. It is easy to verify that 〈Ψz, N〉 = 〈Ψw, N〉 = 0 and the 〈N,N〉 = 1.
Thus N is a transversal vector to dΨ . Therefore it is natural to call N the complex
Gauß map of Ψ .
From [10], we quote the following theorem:
Theorem 2.2 ([10]). Let Ψ : M → C3(∼= sl(2,C)) be a holomorphic null im-
mersion. Then there exists a SL(2,C) matrix F such that the following equations
hold:
(2.1.4)
Fz = FU,
Fw = FV,
where
(2.1.5)

U =
(
1
4uz − 12Heu/2
Qe−u/2 − 14uz
)
,
V =
( − 14uw −Re−u/2
1
2He
u/2 1
4uw
)
,
with Q := 〈Ψzz, N〉, R := 〈Ψww, N〉 and H := 2e−u〈Ψzw, N〉.
We call F : M → SL(2,C) the moving frame of Ψ . Then the compatibility
condition for the equations in (2.1.4) is
(2.1.6) Uw − Vz + [V, U ] = 0.
A direct computation shows that the equation (2.1.6) can be rephrased as follows:
(2.1.7)

uzw − 2RQe−u + 12H2eu = 0,
Qw − 12Hzeu = 0,
Rz − 12Hweu = 0.
The first equation in (2.1.7) will be called the complex Gauß equation, and the
second and third equations in (2.1.7) will be called the complex Codazzi equations.
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From the discussion above we know that all holomorphic null immersions Ψ :
M→ C3 satisfy the complex Gauß-Codazzi equations (2.1.7). We note that, setting
α = F−1dF = Udz + V dw, the equations in (2.1.7) are equivalent to
dα+
1
2
[α ∧ α] = 0.
Using the functions u, Q, R and H defined in (2.1.2) and (2.1.5) respectively,
the symmetric quadratic form II := −〈dΨ, dN〉 can be represented as follows:
(2.1.8) II := −〈dΨ, dN〉 = Qdz2 + euHdzdw +Rdw2 .
The symmetric quadratic form II is called the second fundamental form for a holo-
morphic null immersion Ψ . Then the complex mean curvature and the complex
Gauß curvature for a holomorphic null immersion Ψ are defined as follows.
Definition 1. Let Ψ : M → C3 be a holomorphic null immersion. Then the
function H = 2e−u〈Ψzw, N〉 will be called the complex mean curvature of Ψ .
Remark 2.3. From the forms of the holomorphic metric g defined in (2.1.2) and
the second fundamental form II defined in (2.1.8), the equality H = 12Tr(I˜
−1 · I˜I)
holds, where I˜ (resp. I˜I) is the coefficient matrix of g (resp. II).
Definition 2. We retain the notation in Remark 2.3. Then the function K =
det(I˜−1 · I˜I) = H2 − 4e−2uQR will be called the complex Gauß curvature of Ψ .
2.2. Complex CMC and CGC immersions in C3. In this subsection, we give
characterizations of complex constant mean curvature immersions via loop groups,
see Appendix A.2 for the definitions of loop groups. There is a useful formula
representing complex CMC-immersions, which is a generalization of the Sym for-
mula for CMC-immersions in R3, see also [9]. There is also a formula for complex
CGC-immersions given by the parallel holomorphic immersions of complex CMC-
immersions with H ∈ C∗.
The notions of a complex CMC-immersion and a CGC-immersion are defined
analogous to the notions of a CMC-immersion and a CGC-immersion in R3, see
also [10].
Definition 3. Let Ψ :M→ C3 be a holomorphic null immersion, and let H (resp.
K) be its complex mean curvature (resp. Gauß curvature). Then Ψ is called a
complex constant mean curvature (CMC for short) immersion (resp. a complex
constant Gauß curvature (CGC for short) immersion) if H (resp. K) is a complex
constant.
Remark 2.4. Since we are interested in complexifications of CMC (resp. CGC)
surfaces with nonzero mean curvature H ∈ R∗ (resp. Gauß curvature K ∈ R∗),
from now on, we always assume that the complex mean curvature H (resp. the
complex Gauß curvature K) is a nonzero constant.
From [10], we quote the following characterizations of a complexCMC-immersion:
Lemma 2.5. Let M be a connected 2-dimensional Stein manifold, and let Ψ :
M → C3 ∼= sl(2,C) be a holomorphic null immersion. Further, let Q, R, H and
N be the complex functions defined in (2.1.5) and the Gauß map defined in (2.1.3),
respectively. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) H is a nonzero constant;
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(2) Q depends only on z and R depends only on w;
(3) Nzw = ρN , for some holomorphic function ρ :M→ C.
(4) There exists F˜ (z, w, λ) ∈ ΛSL(2,C)σ such that
F˜ (z, w, λ)−1dF˜ (z, w, λ) = U˜dz + V˜ dw,
where 
U˜ =
(
1
4uz − 12λ−1Heu/2
λ−1Qe−u/2 − 14uz
)
,
V˜ =
( − 14uw −λRe−u/2
1
2λHe
u/2 1
4uw
)
,
and F˜ (z, w, λ = 1) = F (z, w) is the moving frame of Ψ in (2.1.4).
The F˜ (z, w, λ) defined in (4) of Lemma 2.5 is called the complex extended framing
of a complexCMC-immersion Ψ . From now on, for simplicity, the symbol F (z, w, λ)
(resp. U(z, w, λ) or V (z, w, λ)) is used instead of F˜ (z, w, λ) (resp. U˜(z, w, λ) or
V˜ (z, w, λ)).
There is an immersion formula for a complex CMC-immersion using the complex
extended framing F (z, w, λ) for a complex CMC-immersion Ψ , the so-called “Sym
formula”, see [10]. We show a similar immersion formula for a complex CGC-
immersion using the same complex extended framing F (z, w, λ) of a complex CMC-
immersion Ψ .
Theorem 2.6. Let F (z, w, λ) be the complex extended framing of some complex
CMC-immersion defined as in Lemma 2.5, and let H be its nonzero complex con-
stant mean curvature. We set
(2.2.1)
Ψ = − 1
2H
(
iλ∂λF (z, w, λ) · F (z, w, λ)−1 + i
2
F (z, w, λ)σ3F (z, w, λ)
−1
)
,
Φ = − 1
2H
(
iλ∂λF (z, w, λ) · F (z, w, λ)−1
)
,
where σ3 has been defined in (2.0.2). Then Ψ (resp. Φ) is, for every λ ∈ C∗,
a complex constant mean curvature immersion (resp. complex constant Gaußian
curvature immersion, possibly degenerate) in C3 with complex mean curvature H ∈
C∗ (resp. complex Gauß curvature K = 4H2 ∈ C∗), and the Gauß map of Ψ (resp.
Φ) can be described by i2F (z, w, λ)σ3F (z, w, λ)
−1.
Proof. The proof for complex CMC-immersions follows from [10]. We show that
the second formula Φ in (2.2.1) defines a complex CGC-immersion. Let Φ be a
map in the second formula in (2.2.1). Let N = i2F (z, w, λ)σ3F (z, w, λ)
−1 be the
complex Gauß map for Ψ . Since 〈N,N〉 = 1 and the relation Φ = Ψ+ 12HN holds for
the formulas in (2.2.1), N is also the Gauß map for Φ, i.e., 〈Φz , N〉 = 〈Φw, N〉 = 0.
We also denote the Gauß map for Φ by N .
We then compute the holomorphic metric g and the second fundamental form
II for the holomorphic map Φ. Using the bilinear form in (2.1.1), we have
〈Φz , Φz〉 = −2Tr (Φz · Φz) = λ
2
2H2
Tr
(
Ad(F )U2λ
)
,
〈Φw, Φw〉 = −2Tr (Φw · Φw) = λ
2
2H2
Tr
(
Ad(F )V 2λ
)
,
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where U and V are defined in Lemma 2.5, and the subscript z (resp. w or λ)
denotes the partial derivative with respect to z (resp. w or λ). Since the trace of a
matrix is invariant under the map Ad(F ), and using the form of U in Lemma 2.5,
we have 
〈Φz, Φz〉 = λ
2
2H2
Tr(U2λ) = −
1
2H2
λ−2HQ,
〈Φw, Φw〉 = λ
2
2H2
Tr(V 2λ ) = −
1
2H2
λ2HR.
Using again the invariace of trace of a matrix under the map Ad(F) and the forms
of U and V in Lemma 2.5, we have
〈Φz , Φw〉 = −2Tr
(
− iλ
2H
Ad(F )Uλ ×− iλ
2H
Ad(F )Vλ
)
=
1
2H2
(
1
4
H2eu +QRe−u
)
.
Therefore, we have the following first fundamental form for the holomorphic map
Φ:
(2.2.2)
g =
(
dz dw
) − 12H2 λ−2HQ 12H2
(
1
4H
2eu +QRe−u
)
1
2H2
(
1
4H
2eu +QRe−u
) − 12H2 λ2HR
(dz
dw
)
.
Let I˜ denote the coefficient matrix for g in (2.2.2). Then it is easy to verify that
det I˜ = −(14H2eu−QRe−u)2/(4H4). Thus the holomorphic map Φ actually defines
a holomorphic immersion under the condition e2u 6= 4H−2QR.
Next, the second fundamental form II for Φ is computed as follows. Using again
the invariace of the trace of a matrix under the map Ad(F), 〈Φz , Nz〉 is computed
as follows:
〈Φz , Nz〉 = −2Tr
(
− iλ
2H
Ad(F )Uλ × i
2
Ad(F )[U, σ3]
)
= − 1
2H
Tr(Uλ · [U, σ3]) .
From the form of U in Lemma 2.5, we have 〈Φz , Nz〉 = 0. A similar argument holds
for 〈Φw, Nw〉, where U is replaced by V . Thus we have 〈Φw , Nw〉 = 0. Using again
the invariance of the trace of a matrix under the map Ad(F ) and the form of U in
Lemma 2.5, we obtain
〈Φz , Nw〉 = −2Tr
(
− iλ
2H
Ad(F )Uλ × i
2
Ad(F )[V, σ3]
)
= − 1
2H
(
1
2
H2eu − 2QRe−u
)
.
Since N is the Gauß map of Φ, i.e., 〈Φz , N〉 = 〈Φw , N〉 = 0 and 〈N,N〉 = 1, we
obtain 〈Φz , Nw〉 = −〈Φwz, N〉 = 〈Φw, Nz〉.
Finally, the second fundamental form II for Φ has the following form:
(2.2.3)
II =
(
dz dw
) 0 12H
(
1
2H
2eu − 2QRe−u)
1
2H
(
1
2H
2eu − 2QRe−u) 0
(dz
dw
)
.
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Let us denote the coefficient matrix of II by I˜I . Then, using (2.2.2) and (2.2.3),
the complex Gauß curvature K for Φ is computed as
K = det(I˜−1 · I˜I) = 4H2 ∈ C∗ .
This completes the proof. 
Since the Gauß maps of a complex CMC-immersion Ψ and the corresponding
complex CGC-immersion Φ are the same, which is N = i2F (z, w, λ)σ3F (z, w, λ)
−1,
we have the following corollary:
Corollary 2.7. Let Ψ be a complex CMC-immersion, and let H (resp. u, Q and
R) be its nonzero constant mean curvature (resp. the functions defined in (2.1.2)
and Theorem 2.2). Moreover, let us assume e2u 6= 4H−2QR. Then there exists the
parallel complex CGC-immersion with Gauß curvature K = 4H2 ∈ C∗.
2.3. Real forms of Λsl(2,C)σ. In this subsection, we give the classification of
real forms for the twisted sl(2,C) loop algebra Λsl(2,C)σ, see Appendix A for the
notation and the definitions of loop algebras.
First we recall the basic facts about real forms for complex Kac-Moody Lie
algebras. Let g be a Kac-Moody Lie algebra over C. Then a Lie subalgebra gR ⊂ g
over R will be called the real form of g if there is an isomorphism between g and
the complexification gR ⊗ C. We note that all real forms of g correspond to semi-
linear involutions of g, see, for example [1], i.e., each real form is defined by an
automorphism ρ of g such that
(2.3.1)
{
ρ2 = id,
ρ(ℓx) = ℓ¯ρ(x) for ℓ ∈ C.
Let h denote the standard Cartan subalgebra of g, which is a maximal ad(g)–
diagonalizable subalgebra of g. Let ∆ be the corresponding root system, and let gα
denote the root space corresponding to α in ∆. Then the root space decomposition
for g is as follows:
g = h⊕
(⊕
α∈∆
gα
)
.
It is known that ∆ can be decomposed as ∆ = ∆+ ∪∆−, where ∆+ (resp. ∆−) is
the set of positive (resp. negative) roots.
Then a subalgebra of g is said to be a Borel subalgebra if it is a maximal com-
pletely solvable subalgebra. And the standard positive (resp. negative) Borel sub-
algebra b+ (resp. b−) of g is defined as follows:
b± = h⊕
 ⊕
β∈∆±
gβ
 .
If a linear or semi-linear automorphism ρ for g transforms a Borel subalgebra into
a Borel subalgebra of the same (resp. opposite) sign, then ρ is said to be the first
kind (resp. second kind).
We now give definitions of the almost split real forms and the almost compact
real forms of g.
Definition 4. Let g be a Kac-Moody Lie algebra over C, and let gR be a real form
of g. Moreover, let ρ be the semi-linear involution corresponding to gR. Then the
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real form gR is called almost split (resp. almost compact) if the corresponding
semi-linear involution ρ is of the first kind (resp. second kind).
It is clear that the real subalgebra of g generated by {h, ej, fj ; j = 1, 2, . . . , n},
the Cartan subalgebra and the Chevalley generators of the Kac-Moody Lie algebra
g, see Appendix A.1, is an almost split real form, which is called the standard split
form. The corresponding semi-linear involution of the first kind σ′n is called the
standard normal semi-involution of g. The map ej 7→ −fj, fj 7→ −ej and h 7→ −h,
h ∈ h for {h, ej, fj ; j = 1, 2, . . . , n} can be extended to an involution ω of g.
The ω is called the Cartan involution of g. It is known that the standard normal
semi-involution and the Cartan involution commute.
Definition 5. Let ω and σ′n be the Cartan involution and the standard normal
semi-involution respectively, and let ω′ be ω′ = σ′nω = ωσ
′
n. Then ω
′ is called the
standard Cartan semi-involution, and the corresponding almost compact real form
is called the standard compact form. Moreover, a conjugation of ω′ is called a
Cartan semi-involution.
We quote the following theorem about the real forms of Kac-Moody Lie algebras
[3], [4].
Theorem 2.8 (Theorem 4.4 in [3], Proposition 2.9 in [4]). Let us consider the
following:
(1) The semi-linear involutions ρ of g of the second kind (resp. the first kind).
(2) The involutions θ of g of the first kind (resp. the second kind).
(3) The relation ρ ≈ θ if and only if
(a) ω′ = θρ = ρθ is a Cartan semi-involution.
(b) θ and ρ stabilize the same Cartan subalgebra h.
(c) h is contained in a minimal ρ-stable positive parabolic subalgebra.
Then the relation induces a bijection between the conjugacy classes under Aut(g)
of semi-linear involutions of the second kind (resp. the first kind) and conjugacy
classes of involutions of the first kind (resp. the second kind).
We also quote the following theorem about the classification of the involutions
of the affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra of A
(1)
1 type [17].
Theorem 2.9 (Theorem 3 in [17]). All involutions on the affine Kac-Moody Lie
algebra of type A
(1)
1 are given as follows:
(a) e1 7−→ −e1, f1 7−→ −f1, e2 7−→ −e2, f2 7−→ −f2,
(a′) e1 7−→ e2, f1 7−→ f2, e2 7−→ e1, f2 7−→ f1,
(b) e1 7−→ e1, f1 7−→ f1, e2 7−→ − 12 [[f2, f1], f1], f2 7−→ − 12 [[e2, e1], e1],
(b′) e1 7−→ −e1, f1 7−→ −f1, e2 7−→ 12 [[f2, f1], f1], f2 7−→ 12 [[e2, e1], e1],
(b′′) e1 7−→ f2, f1 7−→ e2, e2 7−→ f1, f2 7−→ e1,
(c) e1 7−→ e1, f1 7−→ f1, e2 7−→ −e2, f2 7−→ −f2,
where ej , fj for j ∈ {1, 2} are the Chevalley generators of the affine Kac-Moody Lie
algebra of A
(1)
1 type. Moreover the cases (a), (a
′) and (c) (resp. (b), (b′) and (b′′))
are involutions of the first kind (resp. the second kind).
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It is well known that the twice central extensions of the untwisted sl(2,C) loop
algebra Λsl(2,C) is an affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra of A
(1)
1 type, see Theorem A.1.
It is also known that the twisted sl(2,C) loop algebra Λsl(2,C)σ and the untwisted
sl(2,C) loop algebra Λsl(2,C) are isomorphic by the following map from Λsl(2,C)
to Λsl(2,C)σ, see also [16]:
(2.3.2) g(λ) ∈ Λsl(2,C) 7→ Ad
(√
λ 0
0
√
λ
−1
)
g(λ2) ∈ Λsl(2,C)σ .
Therefore we have the following classification of all real forms for Λsl(2,C)σ.
Theorem 2.10. Let cj for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} be the following involutions on Λsl(2,C)σ:
(2.3.3)
c1 : g(λ) 7→ −g(−1/λ¯)
t
, c2 : g(λ) 7→ g
(−1/λ¯),
c3 : g(λ) 7→ −g
(
1/λ¯
)t
, c4 : g(λ) 7→ −Ad
(
1/
√
i 0
0
√
i
)
g(i/λ¯)
t
,
where g(λ) ∈ Λsl(2,C)σ. Then, the almost compact real forms of Λsl(2,C)σ are the
following real Lie subalgebras of Λsl(2,C)σ:
(2.3.4) Λsl(2,C)(c,j)σ = {g(λ) ∈ Λsl(2,C)σ | cj ◦ g(λ) = g(λ)} for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Theorem 2.11. Let sj for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} be the following involutions on Λsl(2,C)σ:
(2.3.5)
s1 : g(λ) 7→ −g(−λ¯)
t
, s2 : g(λ) 7→ g
(−λ¯),
s3 : g(λ) 7→ −Ad
(
λ 0
0 λ−1
)
g
(
λ¯
)t
,
where g(λ) ∈ Λsl(2,C)σ. Then, the almost split real forms of Λsl(2,C)σ are the
following real Lie subalgebras of Λsl(2,C)σ:
(2.3.6) Λsl(2,C)(s,j)σ = {g(λ) ∈ Λsl(2,C)σ | sj ◦ g(λ) = g(λ)} for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Proof. Since all linear involutions of the first kind and the second kind for the
affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra of A
(1)
1 type are classified in Theorem 2.9, and using
Theorem 2.8, all semi-linear involutions ρ of the first kind (resp. the second kind)
can be represented as follows:
ρ = ω′θ ,
where ω′ is the Cartan semi-involution and θ is the linear involution of the second
kind (resp. the first kind). Noting that the identity map is also the trivial involution
of the first kind, we have the four classes of semi-linear involutions of the second
kind and the three classes of semi-linear involutions of the first kind. Since the affine
Kac-Moody Lie algebra of A
(1)
1 type can be realized by the twice central extensions
of the loop algebra Λsl(2,C) (see Theorem A.1), the real forms of the loop algebra
Λsl(2,C) are derived. Finally, using the isomorphism (2.3.2), the real forms of
Λsl(2,C) are transformed into the real forms of Λsl(2,C)σ, which are obtained in
(2.3.3) and (2.3.5) by a direct calculation. This completes the proof. 
Remark 2.12. The identification (2.3.2) implies, in the untwisted setting, the
involution s3 can be rephrased as follows:
(2.3.7) s3 : g(λ) 7→ −g
(
λ¯
)t
for g(λ) ∈ Λsl(2,C).
From now on we use the involution (2.3.7) instead of the original involution s3 in
(2.3.5).
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3. Real forms of complex CGC-immersions
In this section, we show one of the main theorems in this paper (Theorem 3.3),
which is the classification of “integrable surfaces” obtained from all the real forms
of the twisted sl(2,C) loop algebra Λsl(2,C)σ.
3.1. Integrable surfaces as real forms of complex CGC-immersions. Let
F (z, w, λ) ∈ ΛSL(2,C)σ be the complex extended framing of some complex CGC-
immersion Φ. And let α(z, w, λ) = F (z, w, λ)−1dF (z, w, λ) be the Maurer-Cartan
form of F (z, w, λ). From the forms of U and V defined as in Lemma 2.5, we set
αi (i ∈ {−1, 0, 1}) as follows:
(3.1.1) α(z, w, λ) = F−1dF = Udz + V dw = λ−1α−1 + α0 + λα1 ,
where
(3.1.2)

α−1 =
(
0 − 12Heu/2dz,
Qe−u/2dz 0
)
,
α0 =
(
1
4uzdz − 14uwdw 0
0 − 14uzdz + 14uwdw
)
,
α1 =
(
0 −Re−u/2dw
1
2He
u/2dw 0
)
.
We denote the space of Λsl(2,C)σ valued 1-forms by Ω(Λsl(2,C)σ). Similar to the
involutions in Theorem 2.10 (resp. Theorem 2.11), we define the involutions c˜j
(resp. s˜j) for g(λ) ∈ Ω(Λsl(2,C)σ) as follows:
(3.1.3)


c˜1 : g(λ) 7→ −g(−1/λ¯)
t
,
c˜2 : g(λ) 7→ g
(
−1/λ¯
)
,
c˜3 : g(λ) 7→ −g
(
1/λ¯
)t
,
c˜4 : g(λ) 7→ −Ad
(
1/
√
i 0
0
√
i
)
g(i/λ¯)
t
,


s˜1 : g(λ) 7→ −g(−λ¯)
t
,
s˜2 : g(λ) 7→ g
(
−λ¯
)
,
s˜3 : g(λ) 7→ −g
(
λ¯
)t
.
Then the real forms of Ω(Λsl(2,C)
(c,j)
σ ) are defined as follows:
(3.1.4)
Ω(Λsl(2,C)
(c,j)
σ ) = {g ∈ Ω(Λsl(2,C)σ) | c˜j ◦ g(λ) = g(λ)} ,
Ω(Λsl(2,C)
(s,j)
σ ) = {g ∈ Ω(Λsl(2,C)σ) | s˜j ◦ g(λ) = g(λ)} .
From now on, for simplicity, we use the symbols cj and sj instead of c˜j and s˜j
respectively. We now consider the following conditions on α(z, w, λ):
• Almost compact cases (C, j): α(z, w, λ) is an element in the real form
Ω(Λsl(2,C)
(c,j)
σ ).
• Almost split cases (S, j): α(z, w, λ) is an element in the real form
Ω(Λsl(2,C)
(s,j)
σ ).
A straightforward computation shows that the conditions above, which are the
almost compact cases (C, j) and the almost split cases (S, j), are equivalent to the
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following equations for αi (i ∈ {−1, 0, 1}):
(3.1.5)
α0 = −α0 and α±j = α±1t for the (C, 1) or (S, 1) case,
α0 = α0 and α±j = −α±1 for the (C, 2) or (S, 2) case,
α0 = −α0 and α±j = −α±1t for the (C, 3) or (S, 3) case,
α0 = −α0 and α−1 = iAd
(
1/
√
i 0
0
√
i
)
α1
t for the (C, 4) case,
where j = −1 (resp. j = 1) if α satisfies one of the conditions for almost compact
cases (resp. almost split cases). From the symmetry between α1 and α−1 for the
almost compact cases and the symmetries on each of α1 and α−1 for the almost
split cases, we obtain
(3.1.6)
{
w = z¯ for the almost compact cases (C, j),
z = z¯ and w = w¯ for the almost split cases (S, j).
Moreover the following choices, which are unique up to constants, of u, Q, R and
H for α(z, w, λ) in (3.1.2) give solutions for (3.1.5):
(3.1.7)

u ∈ R , R = −Q¯ ,H ∈ iR∗ for the (C, 1) case,
u ∈ iR , R = Q = − 12 H¯ ,H ∈ C∗ for the (C, 2) case,
u ∈ R , R = Q¯ ,H ∈ R∗ for the (C, 3) case,
u ∈ R , R = Q¯ ,H ∈ iR∗ for the (C, 4) case,
u ∈ iR , Q = R = − 12H¯,H ∈ C∗ for the (S, 1) case,
u ∈ R , Q,R ∈ iR, H ∈ iR∗ for the (S, 2) case,
u ∈ iR , Q = R = 12H¯,H ∈ C∗ for the (S, 3) case.
We denote loop groups whose loop algebras are Λsl(2,C)
(c,j)
σ and Λsl(2,C)
(s,j)
σ by
(3.1.8) ΛSL(2,C)(c,j)σ for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and ΛSL(2,C)(s,j)σ for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
If the Maurer-Cartan form α = F−1dF is in Ω(Λsl(2,C)(c,j)σ ) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
(resp. Ω(Λsl(2,C)
(s,j)
σ ) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}), the corresponding complex extended
framing F is in ΛSL(2,C)
(c,j)
σ (resp. ΛSL(2,C)
(s,j)
σ ) under the initial condition
F (z∗, w∗, λ) = id with (z∗, w∗) = (z∗, z¯∗) ∈ D2 (resp. (z∗, w∗) = (z¯∗, w¯∗) ∈ D2).
We denote the complex extended framing F which is a loop in ΛSL(2,C)
(c,j)
σ (resp.
ΛSL(2,C)
(s,j)
σ ) by F (c,j) (resp. F (s,j)).
We now set the following formulas Φ(c,j) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (resp. Φ(s,j) for
j ∈ {1, 2, 3}) analogous to the second formula in (2.2.1):
Φ(c,j) = − 1
2|H |
(
iλ∂λF
(c,j)(z, z¯, λ) · F (c,j)(z, z¯, λ)−1
)∣∣∣∣
λ∈S1
for j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
(3.1.9)
Φ(c,4) =
1
2
(
F (c,4)(z, z¯, λ)
(
eq/2 0
0 e−q/2
)
(F (c,4)(z, z¯, λ))∗
)∣∣∣
λ∈Sr
,
(3.1.10)
Φ(s,j) = − 1
2|H |
(
λ∂λF
(s,j)(x, y, λ) · F (s,j)(x, y, λ)−1
)∣∣∣∣
λ∈R∗
for j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
(3.1.11)
where λ = exp(it) ∈ S1 or λ = exp(q/2 + it) ∈ Sr for (3.1.9) or (3.1.10) (resp.
λ = ± exp(t) ∈ R∗ for (3.1.11)) with t, q ∈ R, and where ∗ denotes X∗ = X¯t for
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X ∈M2×2(C). We note that w = z¯ (resp. z = z¯ = x ∈ R and w = w¯ = y ∈ R) for
Φ(c,j) (resp. Φ(s,j)), from (3.1.6). Then, for each λ ∈ S1 or λ ∈ Sr (resp. λ ∈ R∗),
the formula Φ(c,j) (resp. Φ(s,j)) defines a map into one of the following spaces:
su(1, 1) ∼= R1,2 for the (C, 1) and (S, 1) cases,
sl∗(2,R) ∼= R1,2 for the (C, 2) and (S, 2) cases,
su(2) ∼= R3 for the (C, 3) and (S, 3) cases,
SL(2,C)/SU(2) ∼= H3 for the (C, 4) case,
where sl∗(2,R) = {g ∈ sl(2,C) | g =
(
a b
c −a
)
, a ∈ R, b, c ∈ iR}, which is isomorphic
to sl(2,R). Here R1,2 and R3 can be identified with su(1, 1), sl∗(2,R) and su(2)
analogous to the identification (2.0.1). Minkowski 4-space R3,1 can be identified
with Herm(2) :=
{
X ∈M2×2(C) | X¯t = X
}
via the map
(x1, x2, x3, x0) 7→ 1
2
(
x0 + x3 x1 + ix2
x1 − ix2 x0 − x3
)
,
then H3 ⊂ R3,1 can be identified with Herm(2) with the determinant 1/4. Then
the inner product for su(1, 1) ∼= R1,2 (resp. sl∗(2,R) ∼= R1,2 or su(2) ∼= R3) can
be defined by 〈a, b〉 = −2Tr (ab) for a, b ∈ su(1, 1) (resp. a, b ∈ sl∗(2,R) or
a, b ∈ su(2)). The inner product for Herm(2) ∼= R3,1 can be defined by 〈a, b〉 =
−2Tr (aσ2btσ2) for a, b ∈ Herm(2), where σ2 is defined in (2.0.2). From now on, we
always assume that the spectral parameter λ is in S1 or Sr for the almost compact
cases and λ is in R∗ for the almost split cases, respectively.
Remark 3.1. For the (C, 4) case, the complex Gauß equation in (2.1.7) can be
reduced to the elliptic cosh-Gordon type equation by the choices of functions in
(3.1.7). It is known that the Gauß equation for CMC surfaces with mean curvature
|H | < 1 in H3 is the elliptic cosh-Gordon type equation, see [2]. Therefore it is
natural to use the Sym formula defined in (3.1.10) for the (C, 4) case.
We denote the metrics for Φ(c,j) by g(c,j) (resp. Φ(s,j) by g(s,j)), and also denote
the coefficient matrices for the metrics g(c,j) by I˜(c,j) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (resp. g(s,j)
by I˜(s,j) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}).
Since λ ∈ S1 or Sr for the almost compact cases and λ ∈ R∗ for the almost split
cases, I˜(c,j) and I˜(s,j) are given as follows:
(3.1.12)

I˜(c,j) =
1
2|H |2
(
a+ b+ c i(b− c)
i(b− c) a− b− c
)
for j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
I˜(c,4) = −H2eu cosh2(q)
(
1 0
0 1
)
,
I˜(s,j) =
1
2|H |2
( −b − 12a
− 12a −c
)
for j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
where a = H2eu/2 + 2QRe−u, b = −λ−2HQ, c = −λ2HR and u, Q, R and H are
solutions defined in (3.1.7). Therefore it is easy to verify that the determinants of
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I˜(c,j) and I˜(s,j) are as follows:
(3.1.13)

det I˜(c,j) =
1
|H |4
(
1
4
H2eu −QRe−u
)2
for j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
det I˜(c,4) = H4e2u cosh4(q),
det I˜(s,j) = − 1
4|H |4
(
1
4
H2eu −QRe−u
)2
for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
From (3.1.13) one can verify that Φ(c,j) and Φ(s,j) actually define immersions if and
only if eu 6= 4H−2QR for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and for the (C, 4) case, Φ(c,4) always defines
an immersion. From (3.1.7), the immersions Φ(c,j) for j ∈ {1, 3, 4} and Φ(s,j) for
j ∈ {1, 3} are spacelike, and the immersions Φ(c,2) and Φ(s,2) are timelike.
Remark 3.2. Since we consider Minkowski space R1,2 as the three dimensional
vector space {(x1, x2, x3) | xj ∈ R} endowed with the metric g = dx21 − dx22 − dx23,
the spacelike, timelike and lightlike vectors are 〈a, a〉 < 0, 〈b, b〉 > 0 and 〈c, c〉 = 0
for a, b, c ∈ R1,2, respectively.
Let N (c,j) and N (s,j) be the following maps:
(3.1.14)

N (c,j) := ℓ2Ad(F
(c,j))σ3, for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} ,
N (c,4) := 12F
(c,4)
(
eq/2 0
0 −e−q/2
)
(F (c,4))∗ ,
N (s,j) := ℓ2Ad(F
(s,j))σ3 for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} ,
where ℓ is i (resp. 1) for j ∈ {1, 3} (resp. j = 2). It is clear that N (c,j) and N (s,j)
are the Gauß maps of the immersions Φ(c,j) and Φ(s,j) respectively. The second
fundamental forms II(c,j) and II(s,j) for the immersions Φ(c,j) and Φ(s,j) are defined
by (see [21, page 107]){
II(c,j) = −〈dΦ(c,j), dN (c,j)〉 for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
II(s,j) = −〈dΦ(s,j), dN (s,j)〉 for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
We denote the coefficient matrices of II(c,j) by I˜I(c,j) (resp. II(s,j) by I˜I(s,j)). A
straightforward computation (see also the proof of Theorem 2.6) shows that the
I˜I(c,j) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and I˜I(s,j) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} are as follows:
(3.1.15)

I˜I(c,j) = − 2iℓ|H |
(
1
4
H2eu −QRe−u
)(
1 0
0 1
)
for j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
I˜I(c,4) =
(
d+ 2Re e −2Im e
−2Im e d− 2Re e
)
,
I˜I(s,j) = − ℓ|H |
(
1
4
H2eu −QRe−u
)(
0 1
1 0
)
for j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
where d = H2eu cosh(q) sinh(q) and e = HQ cosh(q)e−2it.
We recall that the Gauß curvatures K(c,j) and K(s,j) (resp. the mean curvature
H(c,4)) of the immersions Φ(c,j) and Φ(s,j) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} (resp. Φ(c,4)) are defined
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as follows (see also [22, page 157, (93)]):
K(c,j) := ± det
(
I˜(c,j)−1I˜I(c,j)
)
and K(s,j) := ± det
(
I˜(s,j)−1I˜I(s,j)
)
for j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
H(c,4) :=
1
2
Tr
(
I˜(c,4)−1I˜I(c,4)
)
,
where the plus sign (resp. the minus sign) has been chosen if the surface is in R3
or timelike in R1,2, i.e., Φ(c,j) and Φ(s,j) for j ∈ {2, 3} (resp. spacelike in R1,2, i.e.,
Φ(c,1) and Φ(s,1)), see [22]. Combining (3.1.13) with (3.1.15), we finally obtain
K(s,1) = K(s,2) = K(c,3) = 4|H |2 > 0,
K(c,1) = K(c,2) = K(s,3) = −4|H |2 < 0,
H(c,4) = tanh(−q).
The above discussion is summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 3.3. Let F (z, w, λ) be the complex extended framing of some complex
CGC-immersion Φ. Then the following statements hold:
(C, 1) If F−1dF is in Ω(Λsl(2,C)(c,1)σ ), then for each λ ∈ S1 the Sym formula in
(3.1.9) defines a spacelike constant negative Gaußian curvature surface in
R1,2.
(C, 2) If F−1dF is in Ω(Λsl(2,C)(c,2)σ ), then for each λ ∈ S1 the Sym formula in
(3.1.9) defines a timelike constant negative Gaußian curvature surface in
R1,2.
(C, 3) If F−1dF is in Ω(Λsl(2,C)(c,3)σ ), then for each λ ∈ S1 the Sym formula in
(3.1.9) defines a constant positive Gaußian curvature surface in R3.
(C, 4) If F−1dF is in Ω(Λsl(2,C)(c,4)σ ), then for each λ ∈ Sr the Sym formula
in (3.1.10) defines a constant mean curvature surface with mean curvature
|H(c,4)| < 1 in H3.
(S, 1) If F−1dF is in Ω(Λsl(2,C)(s,1)σ ), then for each λ ∈ R∗ the Sym formula in
(3.1.11) defines a spacelike constant positive Gaußian curvature surface in
R1,2.
(S, 2) If F−1dF is in Ω(Λsl(2,C)(s,2)σ ), then for each λ ∈ R∗ the Sym formula in
(3.1.11) defines a timelike constant positive Gaußian curvature surface in
R
1,2.
(S, 3) If F−1dF is in Ω(Λsl(2,C)(s,3)σ ), then for each λ ∈ R∗ the Sym formula in
(3.1.11) defines a constant negative Gaußian curvature surface in R3.
Definition 6. Let F (c,j)(z, z¯, λ) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (resp. F (s,j)(x, y, λ) for j ∈
{1, 2, 3}) be the complex extended framings, which are elements in ΛSL(2,C)σ(c,j)
(resp. ΛSL(2,C)σ
(s,j)). Then F (c,j)(z, w, λ) (resp. F (s,j)(x, y, λ)) is called the
extended framing for the immersion Φ(c,j) (resp. Φ(s,j)).
It is known that for three classes of surfaces in the above seven classes, there
exist parallel constant mean curvature surfaces in R3 or R1,2, see also [13] and [14].
Corollary 3.4. We retain the assumptions in Theorem 3.3. Then we have the
following:
(C, 1M) For the (C, 1) case in Theorem 3.3, there exists a parallel spacelike constant
mean curvature surface with mean curvature H(c,1) = |H | > 0 in R1,2.
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(C, 3M) For the (C, 3) case in Theorem 3.3, there exists a parallel constant mean
curvature surface with mean curvature H(c,3) = |H | > 0 in R3.
(S, 2M) For the (S, 2) case in Theorem 3.3, there exists a parallel timelike constant
mean curvature surface with mean curvature H(s,2) = |H | > 0 in R1,2.
Proof. Let Φ(c,1), Φ(c,3) and Φ(s,2) be a spacelike constant negative Gaußian cur-
vature surface in R1,2, a constant positive Gaußian curvature surface in R3 and a
timelike constant positive Gaußian curvature surface in R1,2, as defined in Theorem
3.3, respectively. Let N (c,1), N (c,3) and N (s,2) be the Gauß maps for Φ(c,1), Φ(c,3)
and Φ(s,2) defined in (3.1.14), respectively. Then the parallel surfaces for Φ(c,1),
Φ(c,3) and Φ(s,2) are defined by{
Ψ (c,j) := Φ(c,j) + 12|H|N
(c,j) for j ∈ {1, 3},
Ψ (s,2) := Φ(s,2) + 12|H|N
(s,2).
Then the first fundamental forms and the second fundamental forms for these im-
mersions can be computed explicitly, and we can easily show that these immersions
Ψ (c,1), Ψ (c,3) and Ψ (s,2) define a spacelike constant mean curvature surface with
mean curvature H(c,1) = |H | in R1,2, a constant mean curvature surface with mean
curvature H(c,3) = |H | in R3 and a timelike constant mean curvature surface with
mean curvature H(s,2) = |H | in R1,2, respectively. This completes the proof. 
Definition 7. The surfaces defined in Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 are called
the integrable surfaces.
Remark 3.5. For the three classes of surfaces in Theorem 3.3, which are spacelike
constant positive Gaußian curvature surfaces in R1,2, constant negative Gaußian
curvature surfaces in R3 and timelike constant negative Gaußian curvature surfaces
in R1,2, there never exist parallel constant mean curvature surfaces.
3.2. Gauß maps of integrable surfaces. In this subsection, we consider the
Gauß maps of integrable surfaces defined in the previous section.
From [10], it is known that the complex Gauß map N of a complex CMC-
immersion Ψ with null coordinates (N is also the complex Gauß map of the parallel
complex CGC-immersion) satisfies the following equation:
(3.2.1) Nzw = ρN ,
where (z, w) ∈ D2 ⊂ C2 and the function ρ : D2 → C is defined by ρ · iσ3 =
[α−1, [α1, iσ3]] with αj as defined in (3.1.2).
From Theorem 2.6, we note that the complex Gauß map N is represented by
N = i2Ad(F ) σ3, where F is the complex extended framing of the complex CMC-
immersion Ψ . Let F (c,j) (resp. F (s,j)) be the extended framing of Φ(c,j) for j ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4} (resp. Φ(s,j) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}). Using (3.1.14), we can easily verify that
N (c,j) and N (s,j) are maps into the following spaces:
H2 = SU(1, 1)/U(1) for j = 1,
S1,1 = SL∗(2,R)/K for j = 2,
S2 = SU(2)/U(1) for j = 3,
SL(2,C)/U(1) for j = 4,
where K =
{
diag[a, a−1] | a ∈ R∗}, which is isomorphic to R∗, and SL∗(2,R) =
{g ∈ SL(2,C) | g = ( a bc d ) , a, d ∈ R, b, c ∈ iR}, which is isomorphic to SL(2,R). It
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is known that the space SL(2,C)/U(1) is a 4-symmetric space via the fourth order
automorphism
X 7→ Ad
(
1/
√
i 0
0
√
i
)(
X¯t
)−1
for X ∈ SL(2,C).
The choices of coordinates in (3.1.6), the functions in (3.1.7) and the relation ρiσ3 =
[α−1[α1, iσ3]] imply
(3.2.2)
(
N (c,j)
)
zz¯
= ρ(c,j)N (c,j) and
(
N (s,j)
)
xy
= ρ(s,j)N (s,j) ,
where ρ(c,j) : D ⊂ C→ R and ρ(s,j) : D ⊂ R2 → R.
It is well known that the equations in (3.2.2) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} are equivalent to the
harmonicities (resp. Lorentz harmonicities) of Gauß maps N (c,j) (resp. N (s,j)) with
respect to the second fundamental forms defined in the first equations of (3.1.15)
(resp. third equations of (3.1.15)), see Theorem 13 in [20]. We then have the
following theorem:
Theorem 3.6. Let Φ(c,j) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and Φ(s,j) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} be the
integrable surfaces defined in Theorem 3.3 respectively. Moreover, let N (c,j) and
N (s,j) be their Gauß maps respectively. Then the Gauß maps N (c,j) and N (s,j) are
characterized as follows:
(C, S, 1) The Gauß map N (c,1) (resp. N (s,1)) is a harmonic (resp. Lorentz har-
monic) map into H2.
(C, S, 2) The Gauß map N (c,2) (resp. N (s,2)) is a harmonic (resp. Lorentz har-
monic) map into S1,1.
(C, S, 3) The Gauß map N (c,3) (resp. N (s,3)) is a harmonic (resp. Lorentz har-
monic) map into S2.
(C, 4) The Gauß map N (c,4) is a harmonic map into SL(2,C)/U(1).
Proof. Let us show the (C, 4) case. We recall that a map from a Riemann surface
into a k-symmetric space N = G/K is harmonic (see, for example, [6, page 242]) if
[α′m ∧ α′′m]m = 0,
dαλ +
1
2 [αλ ∧ αλ] = 0,
where αλ = λ
−1α′m + αk + λα
′′
m, g = k ⊕ m is the reductive decomposition and ′
(resp. ′′) denotes the (1, 0)-part (resp. (0, 1)-part). Since the map N (c,4) has the lift
F (c,4) : D → ΛSL(2,C)(c,j)σ which is defined from the complex extended framing
F with the conditions in (3.1.7), the Maurer-Cartan form αλ = F
(c,4)−1dF (c,4)
has the form αλ = λ
−1α−1 + α0 + λα1 and satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equation
dαλ +
1
2 [αλ ∧ αλ] = 0, see (3.1.1) and Lemma 2.5. The conditions in (3.1.7)
imply α0 = αk, α−1 = α′m and α1 = α
′′
m, where sl(2,C) = k ⊕ m is the reductive
decomposition associated to SL(2,C)/U(1). Moreover, since α−1 and α1 have off-
diagonal forms, it follows that [α′
m
∧ α′′
m
]m = 0. Therefore N
(c,4) is a harmonic
map into the 4-symmetric space SL(2,C)/U(1). For other cases, since the target
spaces are symmetric spaces, the condition [α′m ∧ α′′m]m = 0 is vacuous. Thus the
Maurer-Cartan equation dαλ +
1
2 [αλ ∧ αλ] = 0 with αλ = λ−1α−1 + α0 + λα1 is
equivalent to the map being harmonic or Lorentz harmonic. This completes the
proof. 
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Surfaces class Gauß curvature Gauß curvature Parallel CMC
Surfaces in R3 K(s,3) = −4|H |2 K(c,3) = 4|H |2 H(c,3) = |H |
Spacelike surfaces in R1,2 K(s,1) = 4|H |2 K(c,1) = −4|H |2 H(c,1) = |H |
Timelike surfaces in R1,2 K(c,2) = −4|H |2 K(s,2) = 4|H |2 H(s,2) = |H |
Surfaces in H3 H(c,4) = tanh(−q)
Table 1. Integrable surfaces defined by the real forms of Λsl(2,C)σ
Remark 3.7. In fact, in the (C, 4) case, the harmonic map N (c,4) into the 4-
symmetric space SL(2,C)/U(1) is known as the so-called Legendre harmonic map
[15]. We will discuss this topic in a separate publication [7].
4. The generalized Weierstraß type representation for integrable
surfaces
The generalized Weierstraß type representation for complex CMC-immersions,
or equivalently CGC-immersions as the parallel immersions, is the procedure of a
construction of complex CMC-immersions from a pair of holomorphic potentials,
see [10]. In the previous section, we classified all integrable surfaces according to the
classification of real forms of Λsl(2,C)σ. In this section, we show how all integrable
surfaces are obtained from the pairs of holomorphic potentials in the generalized
Weierstraß type representation.
4.1. Integrable surfaces via the generalized Weierstraß type representa-
tion. The generalizedWeierstraß type representation for complexCMC-immersions,
or equivalently CGC-immersions as the parallel immersions, is divided into the fol-
lowing 4 steps, see also [10] for more details:
Step 1: Let ηˇ = (η(z, λ), τ(w, λ)) be a pair of holomorphic potentials of the
following forms:
(4.1.1) ηˇ = (η(z, λ), τ(w, λ)) =
( ∞∑
k=−1
ηk(z)λ
k,
1∑
m=−∞
τm(w)λ
m
)
,
where (z, w) ∈ D2 and where D2 is some holomorphically convex domain
in C2, λ ∈ C∗, |λ| = r (0 < r < 1), and ηk and τm are sl(2,C)-valued
holomorphic differential 1-forms. Moreover ηk(z) and τk(w) are diagonal
(resp. off-diagonal) matrices if k is even (resp. odd). We also assume that
the upper right entry of η−1(z) and the lower left entry τ1(w) do not vanish
for all (z, w) ∈ D2.
Step 2: Let C and L denote the solutions to the following linear ordinary
differential equations
(4.1.2) dC = Cη and dL = Lτ with C(z∗, λ) = L(w∗, λ) = id,
where (z∗, w∗) ∈ D2 is a fixed base point.
Step 3: We factorize the pair of matrices (C,L) via the generalized Iwasawa
decomposition of Theorem A.2 as follows:
(4.1.3) (C, L) = (F, F )(id, W )(V+, V−) ,
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where V± ∈ Λ±SL(2,C)σ.
Theorem 4.1 ([10]). Let F be a ΛSL(2,C)σ-loop defined by the generalized Iwa-
sawa decomposition in (4.1.3). Then there exists a λ-independent diagonal matrix
l(z, w) ∈ SL(2,C) such that F · l is a complex extended framing of some com-
plex CMC-immersion, or equivalently the complex CGC-immersion as the parallel
immersion.
Step 4: The Sym formula defined in (2.2.1) via F (z, w, λ)l(z, w) represents a
complex CMC-immersion and a complex CGC-immersion in sl(2,C) ∼= C3.
Let cj for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and sj for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} be the involutions defined in
(3.1.3), respectively. Then we define the following pairs of involutions on ηˇ =
(η, τ) ∈ Ω(Λsl(2,C)σ)× Ω(Λsl(2,C)σ):
(4.1.4) rj : (η, τ) 7−→ (cjτ, cjη) and dj : (η, τ) 7−→ (sjη, sjτ).
We now prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Let ηˇ = (η(z, λ), τ(w, λ)) be a pair of holomorphic potentials defined
as in (4.1.1), and let rj for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and dj for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} be the pairs of
involutions defined in (4.1.4), respectively. Then the following statements hold:
(C, 1) If r1(ηˇ) = ηˇ, then the resulting immersions given by the generalized Weier-
straß type representation are spacelike constant negative Gaußian curvature
surfaces in R1,2.
(C, 2) If r2(ηˇ) = ηˇ, then the resulting immersions given by the generalized Weier-
straß type representation are timelike constant negative Gaußian curvature
surfaces in R1,2.
(C, 3) If r3(ηˇ) = ηˇ, then the resulting immersions given by the generalized Weier-
straß type representation are constant positive Gaußian curvature surfaces
in R3.
(C, 4) If r4(ηˇ) = ηˇ, then the resulting immersions given by the generalized Weier-
straß type representation are constant mean curvature surfaces with mean
curvature |H(c,4)| < 1 in H3.
(S, 1) If d1(ηˇ) = ηˇ, then the resulting immersions given by the generalized Weier-
straß type representation are spacelike constant positive Gaußian curvature
surfaces in R1,2.
(S, 2) If d2(ηˇ) = ηˇ, then the resulting immersions given by the generalized Weier-
straß type representation are timelike constant positive Gaußian curvature
surfaces in R1,2.
(S, 3) If d3(ηˇ) = ηˇ, then the resulting immersions given by the generalized Weier-
straß type representation are constant negative Gaußian curvature surfaces
in R3.
Proof. Since the pairs of holomorphic potentials are invariant under the involutions
rj or dj , the coordinates (z, w) ∈ D2 satisfy the following relations:
(4.1.5)
{
w = z¯ if rj(ηˇ) = ηˇ,
z = z¯ and w = w¯ if dj(ηˇ) = ηˇ.
Let (C,L) be the pair of solutions of the differential equations in (4.1.2) with the
initial conditions C(z∗) = L(w∗) = id, where (z∗, w∗) ∈ D2 satisfies one of the
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conditions in (4.1.5). Let Rj for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (resp. Dj for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}) be the
following pair of involutions on ΛSL(2,C)σ × ΛSL(2,C)σ:
(4.1.6) Rj(C,L) := (Cj(L), Cj(C)) and Dj(C,L) := (Sj(C),Sj(L)) ,
where Cj (resp. Sj) are the involutions on ΛSL(2,C)σ corresponding to the invo-
lutions cj (resp. sj) as in Theorem 2.10 (resp. Theorem 2.11), e.g.,
C1 : C(λ)→ C(−1/λ¯)
t−1
and S1 : C(λ)→ C(−λ¯)
t−1
for C(λ) ∈ ΛSL(2,C)σ.
Noting the conditions in (4.1.5), the involutions rj for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and dj for
j ∈ {1, 2, 3} in (4.1.4) define symmetries on the pair of solutions (C,L) as follows:
(4.1.7){
Rj(C(z, λ), L(z¯, λ)) = (C(z, λ), L(z¯, λ)) if rj(ηˇ) = ηˇ for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
Dj(C(x, λ), L(y, λ)) = (C(x, λ), L(y, λ)) if dj(ηˇ) = ηˇ for j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
where x = z = z¯ ∈ R and y = w = w¯ ∈ R. Applying the generalized Iwasawa
decomposition of Theorem A.2 for (C,L) ∈ ΛSL(2,C)σ × ΛSL(2,C)σ, we have
(4.1.8) (C,L) = (F, F )(id,W )(V+, V−) ,
where V± ∈ Λ±SL(2,C)σ. If (z, w) ∈ D2 is sufficiently close to (z∗, w∗) ∈ D2, then
the middle term W of the generalized Iwasawa decomposition is identity.
Since the left component F of the generalized Iwasawa decomposition in (4.1.8)
can be rephrased as F = CV −1+ = LV
−1
− , we have
C−1L = V −1+ V− .
From the symmetries on (C,L) in (4.1.7), V− and V+ have the following relations:{ Cj(V±(z, z¯, λ)) = k(c,j)(z, z¯)−1V∓(z, z¯, λ) if rj(ηˇ) = ηˇ for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
Sj(V±(x, y, λ)) = k(s,j)(x, y)−1V±(x, y, λ) if dj(ηˇ) = ηˇ for j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
where k(c,j)(z, z¯) and k(s,j)(x, y) are λ-independent diagonal matrices satisfying
the symmetries Cj(k(c,j)(z, z¯)) = k(c,j)(z, z¯)−1 and Sj(k(s,j)(x, y)) = k(s,j)(x, y)−1
respectively. From the discussion above F has the symmetry as follows:
(4.1.9)
{
Cj(F (z, z¯, λ)) = F (z, z¯, λ)k(c,j)(z, z¯) if rj(ηˇ) = ηˇ for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
Sj(F (x, y, λ)) = F (x, y, λ)k(s,j)(x, y) if dj(ηˇ) = ηˇ for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Let F (c,j) (resp. F (s,j)) denote the left components F of the generalized Iwa-
sawa decomposition in (4.1.8) which have the symmetries in (4.1.9) by Cj (resp.
Sj). Let k˜(c,j)(z, z¯) and k˜(s,j)(x, y) be the λ-independent diagonal matrices such
that k˜(c,j)(z, z¯)2 = k(c,j)(z, z¯) and k˜(s,j)(x, y)2 = k(s,j)(x, y), respectively. Setting
F˜ (c,j)(z, z¯, λ) = F (c,j)(z, z¯, λ)k˜(c,j)(z, z¯) and F˜ (s,j)(x, y, λ) = F (s,j)(x, y, λ)k˜(s,j)(x, y),
we have{
Cj(F˜ (c,j)(z, z¯, λ)) = F˜ (c,j)(z, z¯, λ) if rj(ηˇ) = ηˇ for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
Sj(F˜ (s,j)(x, y, λ)) = F˜ (s,j)(x, y, λ) if dj(ηˇ) = ηˇ for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Moreover a straightforward calculation shows that α(c,j) := F˜ (c,j)−1dF˜ (c,j) and
α(s,j) := F˜ (s,j)−1dF˜ (s,j) have the forms in (3.1.1) with the properties in (3.1.7),
i.e., F˜ (c,j) ∈ ΛSL(2,C)(c,j)σ and F˜ (s,j) ∈ ΛSL(2,C)(s,j)σ are the extended framings.
From the argument in Theorem 3.3, the Sym formulas Φ(c,j) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} in
(3.1.9) via F˜ (c,j), Φ(c,4) in (3.1.10) via F˜ (c,4) and Φ(s,j) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} in (3.1.11)
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via F˜ (s,j) define immersions which have the properties as desired. This completes
the proof. 
Remark 4.3. From the forms of pairs of involutions rj for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} defined
in (4.1.4), the pairs of holomorphic potentials ηˇ for (C, j) cases in Theorem 4.2
are generated by a single potential, i.e., ηˇ = (η, τ) = (η, cj(η)), where cj for j ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4} are involutions defined in (3.1.3).
Remark 4.4. In the proof of Theorem 4.2, we assume our domain D2 ⊂ C2 is
sufficiently small around the initial point (z∗, w∗) ∈ D2 so that the middle term
wn of the generalized Iwasawa decomposition of Theorem A.2 is in the identity
component. In general, if we consider the larger domain D˜2 such that D2 ⊂ D˜2,
then the middle terms wn have many components. Therefore the extended framing
F could have singularities on D˜2.
Appendix A. Basic notation and results for affine Kac-Moody Lie
algebras and Lie groups
A.1. Kac-Moody Lie algebras. We first recall the definition of the generalized
Cartan matrix, which is an n× n matrix A = (aij) satisfying the following condi-
tions:
(1) For i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, aii = 2.
(2) For i 6= j, aij ≤ 0.
(3) For i 6= j, if aij = 0, then aji = 0.
The generalized Cartan matrix A is called symmetrizable if A can be decomposed
as A = DS, where D is a positive definite diagonal matrix and S is a symmetric
matrix. The generalized Cartan matrix A = (aij) is called decomposable if there
exists σ ∈ Sn such that (aσ(i)σ(j)) = (B 00 C ), where B and C are square matrices.
If A is not decomposable, then A is called indecomposable. The symmetrizable
and indecomposable generalized Cartan matrices are classified into finite, affine
and indefinite if S(= D−1A) is positive definite, positive semidefinite and indefinite
respectively, see [16, Chapter 4].
Let A = (aij) be the generalized Cartan matrix of rank r, and let h be a vector
space over the complex field C such that dimh = n + corank(A). Moreover, let
Π = {α1, . . . , αn} and Πˇ = {αˇ1, . . . , αˇn} be linearly independent in h∗ and h,
respectively, such that αj(αˇi) = aij . It follows that if A is nonsingular then Πˇ
(resp. Π) is a basis of h (resp. h∗). It is well known that the αi (resp. αˇi) for
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} are known as the roots (resp. the coroots).
We now define the complex Kac-Moody algebra g = g(A) associated to A: it is
generated by {h, ei, fi; i = 1, 2, . . . , n} with the following relations
(A.1.1)
[h, h] = 0, [ei, fj ] = δijαˇi (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n),
[h, ei] = αi(h)ei, [h, fi] = −αi(h)fi (h ∈ h),
(adei)
1−aij (ej) = 0, (adfi)1−aij (fj) = 0 (i 6= j).
The Kac-Moody algebra g = g(A) is said to be of finite, affine or indefinite type if
the corresponding generalized Cartan matrix A is as well. We note that h is known
as the Cartan subalgebra of the Kac-Moody algebra g(A).
For a finite dimensional Lie algebra and its Cartan matrix, the extended Cartan
matrix can be defined by adding a zero’th row and column to the Cartan matrix,
corresponding to adding a new simple root α0 := −θ, where θ is the maximal root
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for g with respect to Π = {α1, . . . , αn}. It is known that the extended Cartan
matrix is an example of the generalized Cartan matrix of affine type [16].
A.2. Loop algebras and loop groups. In this subsection, we introduce a loop
group and a loop algebra, and we give a characterization of the loop algebras via
affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras. Let Cr := {λ ∈ C | |λ| = r} be the circle of
radius r with r ∈ (0, 1]. Let G be a Lie group and let g be its Lie algebra. For any
r ∈ (0, 1] ⊂ R, we consider the twisted loop algebra and loop group:
(A.2.1) Λrgσ = {α : Cr → g | α is continuous and α(−λ) = σ3α(λ)σ3 } ,
(A.2.2) ΛrGσ = {g : Cr → G | g is continuous and g(−λ) = σ3g(λ)σ3 } ,
where σ3 is defined in (2.0.2).
Let A be the “Wiener algebra”
(A.2.3) A =
{
f(λ) =
∑
n∈Z
fnλ
n : Cr → C ;
∑
n∈Z
|fn| <∞
}
.
The Wiener algebra is a Banach algebra relative to the norm ‖f‖ = ∑ |fn|, and
A consists of continuous functions. Thus the loop groups and loop algebras with
coefficients in A are Banach Lie groups and Banach Lie algebras. In this paper, we
consider only the loop groups and algebras which can be extended continuously to
C∗.
From [16], we quote the following realization of the affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras
via loop algebras:
Theorem A.1 ([16]). Let g be a complex finite dimensional simple Lie algebra,
and let A be its extended Cartan matrix, and let Λg be its loop algebra. Moreover,
let Λ˜g := Λg⊕Ck⊕Cc be the twice central extension of the loop algebra Λg. Then
Λ˜g is the affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra associated to the generalized Cartan matrix
A of affine type.
A.3. Double loop groups and the generalized Iwasawa decompositions.
In this subsection, we give the basic notation and results for double loop groups,
see [12] for more details. Let Dr := {λ ∈ C | |λ| < r} be an open disk. Also, let
Ar = {λ ∈ C | r < |λ| < 1/r} be an open annulus containing S1. Furthermore, let
Er = {λ ∈ C | r < |λ|} ∪ {∞} be an exterior of the circle Cr .
We recall the definitions of the twisted plus r-loop group and the minus r-loop
group of ΛSL(2,C)σ as follows:
Λ+r,BSL(2,C)σ :=
{
W+ ∈ ΛrSL(2,C)σ
∣∣∣∣ W+(λ) extends holomorphicallyto Dr andW+(0) ∈ B.
}
,
Λ−r,BSL(2,C)σ :=
{
W− ∈ ΛrSL(2,C)σ
∣∣∣∣ W−(λ) extends holomorphicallyto Er andW−(∞) ∈ B.
}
,
where B is a subgroup of SL(2,C). If B = {id} we write the subscript ∗ in-
stead of B, if B = SL(2,C) we abbreviate Λ+r,BSL(2,C)σ and Λ
−
r,BSL(2,C)σ by
Λ+r SL(2,C)σ and Λ
−
r SL(2,C)σ, respectively. From now on we will use the sub-
script B as above only if B ∩ SU(2) = {id} holds. When r = 1, we always omit
the 1.
We set the product of two loop groups:
H = ΛrSL(2,C)σ × ΛRSL(2,C)σ ,
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where 0 < r < R. Moreover we set the subgroups of H as follows:
H+ = Λ+r SL(2,C)σ × Λ−RSL(2,C)σ,
H− =
{
(g1, g2) ∈ H
∣∣∣∣ g1 and g2 extend holomorphicallyto Ar and g1|Ar = g2|Ar
}
,
We then quote Theorem 2.6 in [12].
Theorem A.2. H− ×H+ → H−H+ is an analytic diffeomorphism. The image is
open and dense in H. More precisely
H =
∞⋃
n=0
H−wnH+ ,
where wn =
(
id,
(
λn 0
0 λ−n
))
if n = 2k and
(
id,
(
0 λn
−λ−n 0
))
if n = 2k + 1.
The proof of the theorem above is almost verbatim the proof given in the basic
decomposition paper [5], see also [9].
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